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Hi, my names Alan Marshal the current National Wedding DJ of the Year 2019 & I know
Comments:
great wedding entertainment all starts with asking the right questions and listening to the answers!
Understanding, through discussion, what my couples see as the most important elements of their wedding day
and working with them to create the wedding day of their dreams.
I consider myself to be a fount of knowledge and expertise around UK weddings and offer this freely to my
clients so they can make informed decisions.
On the day, I will do everything I can to ensure my couple and their guests have a truly memorable experience
to treasure. Like a film director, I create flow, using natural transitions, to bring different parts of the day
together.
Attention to detail - I always put my couples' needs first. Everything I do is in their best interest. For me, it's
about more than just music and dancing. During a wedding, as the DJ and host, I can create and highlight
magical moments that tap into the emotion of the day, that will be remembered for years to come. It's not and
never is about me, ever!
However, for me, wanting the best for my couples is not enough. I have to be the best for them and to that end,
I undergo annual training through workshops here in the UK and in America. My mentors and coaches help me
to improve not only my performance skills but the service I supply for all of my couples.
My drive and passion are to expand what is possible in wedding entertainment beyond the accepted norm.
Better than the "average" people have seen at weddings before, but always putting the couples' interests first.
An opportunity to create an experience for them and their guests that really matters.
I love everything about wedding entertainment - prepping playlists; crafting introductions and scripts;
rehearsing what I'm going to say and what I'm going to play. I even love the setup and striking of equipment
early in the morning or late at night and running a successful business.
Services Provided:
Discos / DJs / Karaoke
Wedding Services & Civil Ceremonies
Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

7

Customer Service
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Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
04-Mar-2019

Excellent service, Alan was there for us every step of
the way in planning our wedding and was a key part of
our day. On the day we had a fantastic time knowing
that Alan had everything taken care of.

19-Feb-2019

Alan was our master of ceremonies for the whole day
and evening of our wedding. He provided assistance
throughout the day, to us and our guests/other
suppliers, was the Master of Ceremonies during our
speeches/entrances and the DJ in the evening.

19-Feb-2019

Excellent service! Would highly recommend Alan for his
professional approach and capabilities.

19-Feb-2019

the service we received before and on the day was
outstanding from start to finish. Alan could not do
enough for us and he helped with ideas and support
throughout the preparations for our big day and took
away the stress of the actual day to allow us to both
enjoy the day without thinking of the small things that
needed doing throughout the day and evening.

19-Feb-2019

Alan was the DJ and Master of Ceremonies for our
daughter's wedding in August 2016, he went above
and beyond to ensure that the bride and groom, our
families and guests had the most wonderful time and if
there were any hitches he sorted it without bothering
us. Alan was also the DJ and Master of Ceremonies for
our eldest daughter's wedding in November 2018 and
once again he ensured everything ran smoothly and to
time. He even managed to add in some extra bits that
we asked for two days before the event, the guests at
both weddings still comment on how wonderful Alan
was.

19-Feb-2019

The service provided by Alan was excellent. We'd met
him a couple of times before the big day and liaised
over email to ensure all details were correct.

19-Feb-2019

Alan was exceptional in terms of the help and guidance
given before and during the day. It would most
certainly not have run as well without his help and we
are forever thankful to him for sorting all the little
details and any glitches that arose.
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